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Writing a position paper:  Gearing up for your final writing assignment  
 
Assignment:  Journal Article Evaluation | Individual Assignment 

Due Date:   

Submission:  Post on BlackBoard under assignments by _____ and print out and bring 1 hard copy to class  

Supporting Materials:  One peer-reviewed publication 

Required format:  Follow the provided table format  

Points possible:   

 

Your task 
 

- Using the library online databases, such as Criminal Justice Abstracts, locate 1 peer-reviewed academic publication/journal 
article.  

- You ARE PERMITTED to use the article submitted for your most recent individual assignment.  
 
The selected articles must meet the following criteria:   
 

1. Search criteria:  Years between 2010 – 2020 

2. Peer reviewed publication:  Published in an academic peer-reviewed criminal justice-related journal  

3. Pertain to your specific topic or issue of interest (only in the U.S.)  
 
Instructions:  Respond to the questions in the provided table to draft your evaluation of the journal articles. Each peer-reviewed 
publication will require 1 table.  
 
Your submission will include the following components:  
 

1. Article reference info in APA format 

2. Responses to the questions listed in the provided table (on page 2)  

3. Table format 
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Article Reference info in APA Format 

 
Original article abstract 

1. Does the paper have a thesis statement?  

- What is the purpose of this article? Before you even start reading, 
take a moment to think about what you need to get out of the article. 

- Why did you select this article opposed to others?   
 

2. What is the problem under study? 

- What is the problem statement?  
- What problem will the researcher(s) investigate?  
- What is the program under study?  
- Who/what population is the program designed for?  

 

3. Are the thesis and problem statements clear? 
- Pull out/restate the sentences that you think present the thesis 

and/or problem statements.  
 

4. Is the paper clearly organized? 

- How is the paper structured? Review the paper headings – these 
usually inform the reader of the structure of the paper.  

- Is this an effective way to organize this paper? Why or why not?  
 

5. Does the writer use evidence effectively to 
support the argument? 

- List the kinds of evidence/data used to support the thesis statement.   
- Of the evidence presented in the paper, what seems to be the 

strongest? The weakest? 
 

6. Is the paper clearly written throughout? 

- Did you have to read passages more than one time to understand 
what the writer was saying?  

- What message do you think the researcher was trying to deliver? 
- Why did you find this section of the paper challenging to understand?  
- Were you unfamiliar with the terms used in the methods sections?  

 

7. What were the findings of this research? 
Effective or Ineffective?  

- After reading the publication, what are your thoughts about the 
findings of the research?  

- Review the discussion section of the paper for a better understanding 
of the results/findings.  

- Did the researcher(s) find the program under study to be effective or 
ineffective?  
 

 


